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Powering Up Creativity
from JUSTIN HAJJ

JUSTIN HAJJ 
Michael W. McCord Head of School

Those who spend significant 
time at the Clarendon Street 
Playground are aware of its 
amorphous qualities and its 

ability to adapt to its inhabitants. Much 
like the Room of Requirement (for 
those Harry Potter fans out there), the 
Clarendon Street Playground completely 
transforms itself into new and utterly 
fantastical environments. Some days it’s 
a Super Bowl stadium, surrounded by 
thunderous fans as LP students compete 
for the championship title on the field. 
On other occasions, it’s a roiling sea and 
the play structures become ships upon 
which students navigate the treacherous 
waters in search of treasure. And, 
sometimes at the very same moment, the 
space below the structures morphs into 
a quaint little ice cream parlor where 
students serve up the most delicious 
concoctions of dreamy desserts...all 
made out of wood chips, of course.

A child’s ability to conjure up the 
imaginative right before their eyes is quite 
remarkable, and there’s no better place to 
view children exercising their creativity 
than at recess. However, at The Learning 
Project, creativity is not something to be 
held at bay until it’s time to play outside 
—exerting creativity is embedded in the 
day to day life of the school, and, so, this 
year, we have added it to our schoolwide 
“Power Up” poster of character-based 
qualities that we teach to our children and 
emphasize regularly.

In 2019, I wrote an article for The 
LampPost, which highlighted The Learning 
Project’s transition from teaching “values” 
to “powers” and the rationale behind 
this choice. In that article, I shared the 
philosophy of Matthew Davidson, 
founder and president of the Excellence 
with Integrity Institute. Davidson frames 
his approach to character education 
with Booker T. Washington’s quote, 
“Character is Power,” illuminating the 

idea that character is not simply a concept 
to be imposed on children, or lessons 
to be taught to them. Rather, Davidson 
maintains that character is a collection of 
powers within each of us; powers that need 
to be realized, identified, and exercised 
on a regular basis and with the help of 
caring community members. This led to 
the development of the “Power Up” poster 
at The LP, which created a touchstone 
and a common language to draw from, 
to rally around, and to build into daily 
conversations at home and at school. 

We teach character authentically as a 
collection of elements within each of us—
powers under our own locus of control—
each of which is core to 'The LP Way,’ and 
creativity is an essential component of 
that core. We are a school that embraces 
dichotomies. While we have a structured 
curriculum, a collection of key academic 
skills and a foundation of knowledge that 
we want our students to gain during their 
time with us, equally important in that 
pursuit is creative thinking, application 
and expression. Creativity has always been 
central to our school—it is the ‘project’ 
component of The Learning Project.

As a member of our community, you 
likely know about the stunning art galleries 
that adorn the stairwells of The LP—a 
testament to the creative energies that 
emanate from our student body, coaxed 
to the surface by their passionate teachers. 
But while creativity is most on display in 
the form of visual art, it is pulsing in the 
classrooms continually and can be seen in 
myriad ways and forms. Students exercise 
their creativity when they apply their 
foundational math skills to problem solving 
tasks, or apply their knowledge to new, 
real-life situations. They power up their 
creativity each time they open up their ‘free 
write journals’ and leap into an imaginative 
world of their own design, or draft a new 
poem that springs forth from a blank 
page. They activate their inventiveness 

HEADLINES

LP "Power Up" poster.
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when designing history projects that display 
their learning, or through investigations in 
science as they construct new understanding 
through hands-on explorations and experiments. 
They develop characters through class plays 
presented in both English and Spanish, having 
the opportunity to present these characters in 
a way that fits both the scene and who they 
are as creative individuals. The opportunities 
for creative development are in abundance 
throughout a school day, and multiplied across 
an academic year.

And while we balance our serious studies 
with creative endeavors for the benefit of our 
children’s scholastic and personal development 
now, we are mindful that planting these seeds 
for creative expression and imaginative thinking 
are critical for the future of our students, and of 
the world in which we’ll be living. The world of 
today, we know, will be vastly different from 
the world in which they enter as adults. We 
are preparing them to address novel scenarios 
through original thinking, and also developing 
their sense of competence so they not only have 
the ability to think flexibly to meet the needs of 
the future, but feel confident doing so, willing to 
take chances along the way.  

The great Spanish artist, Pablo Picasso, once 
said, “Every child is an artist. The problem is 
how to remain an artist once he grows up.” 
While kindergarten children know themselves 
to be, without question, vibrant, sparkling 
fountains of creativity, it is woefully common 
for adults to think themselves to be the exact 
opposite—dry wells where creativity once 

flowed. Studies show that many adults ‘lose’ 
their creativity throughout the course of their 
lifetime, and, if they don’t lose these capacities in 
actuality, they believe that they have lost them—
leading, essentially, to the same result. However, 
we now know that science has proven that 
creativity is a capacity that can be built through 
exercise and experience, through engaging in 
tasks that lead to failure and grit, and by flexing 
those mind muscles of wonder and imagination.

We teach this brain science to our students 
explicitly, and, thus, help to provide them 
with the tools to maintain these critical skills 
of creativity through adolescence and into 
adulthood. Just as important as respect, honesty, 
or any of the other powers that we teach children 
about at The Learning Project, is creativity. 
Creativity in expression. Creativity in how we 
solve interpersonal issues. Creativity in how we 
work and how we play. Creativity in how we 
approach problems, fail, and try something new. 
Creativity in how we develop novel solutions 
that, perhaps, nobody else has considered.

Picasso refused to let that artist in himself 
die. He showed a love for art and creative 
endeavors at a young age, and continued to let 
that drive him through life. Even as an adult, 
he was continuously evolving his style as he 
tried new techniques and took risks in an effort 
to create art that was new and interesting. And 
while Picasso gave us his beautiful works, he 
also reminds us of the importance of creativity 
and imagination—not merely as something to be 
remembered fondly and wistfully as part of our 
childhood, but something to be held onto and 
valued as adults. And, like each of the powers 
that we want our children to acknowledge in 
themselves, to value, and to build into lifelong 
habits, it begins with adults modeling for our 
children these important character traits.

So, the next time you find yourself at the 
Clarendon Street Playground on a blistering 
afternoon, and a child reaches out from below 
the play structure to offer you a wood chip ice 
cream, simply ask for a large scoop of chocolate 
chip in a cone, and, when you’re done, perhaps 
join them at the top of the slide for a treasure 
hunt or a view of the Super Bowl game in 
full swing just twenty yards away. You’ll be 
exercising your own creative mind muscles, 
and helping to preserve that vibrant, sparkling 
fountain of creativity that bubbles up in us all.

First graders build a tower of 
stacking cups in P.E. class.
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Fourth and fifth graders work together to make a fort out of fallen branches around the play structure at Clarendon Street Playground.

Fourth graders present their Medieval Living Wax Museum for 
parents and Pencil Pals.

Fifth graders design a reading garden for the Back Bay as part of 
their City Study unit.
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by ALEXANDRIA ZIOMEK

A Festive Fall at The LP
This fall was jam-packed with LP traditions, special events, and school-wide opportunities to 
connect and gather as a community. From competing at Field Day, to an in-school Book Fair, 
and the Thanksgiving Feast, we were thrilled to celebrate such beloved traditions and create new 
memories together as a school. Below are reflections from our various fall events. 

Kicking off the fall event calendar in mid-September, students and teachers trekked to the Teddy 
Ebersol Fields for the annual Learning Project Field Day, decked out in their sneakers and athletic 
gear, with lunches and yoga mats in tow. Although the weather was cloudy, the rain held off and 
classes were able to spread out on the field, preparing for a day of friendly competition and fun. 

LP students of all ages cheered on their teachers and showed their school spirit during the 
highly anticipated 'Teacher Race.' Students then participated in game rotations with their LASM 
(Little All School Meeting) groups, allowing for cross-grade interactions and bonding time with 
their Pencil Pals. After a few hours of games, they took a break for lunch to refuel and some free 
time for recess, before gathering back together for the afternoon games.   

In the center of the field, first and second graders were mesmerized by the rainbow parachute, 
as they held on tight with two hands, making waves, and playing 'Sharks' and 'Popcorn.' Further 
down, third and fourth graders started a game of kickball and fifth and sixth graders played 
capture the flag. Before heading back to The LP, students gathered together with their classes, with 
bright smiles for their class photos.

During the walk back to school, third graders chatted about their favorite part of the day and 
expressed gratitude for having the opportunity to play together as a whole school. One third 
grader asked, "Can we have Field Day every week?"  (See page 18 for pictures.)

In lieu of Parent Potlucks 
this year, we decided to 
host Playground Dropoff 
and Parent Coffee's for 
each grade and their 

families to gather this fall. 
While students played soccer 

on the field and gracefully 
crossed the monkey bars, parents 

chatted, laughed, and shared stories of 
their summers and first few weeks back at school. 

With full cups of coffee and warm smiles, families had a 
chance to connect face to face with their child's teachers and LP 
administrators. It was a wonderful opportunity to get together 
as a class community at the start of the year. We look forward to 
hosting more events in the coming months. 

PARENT   
COFFEE

FIELD DAY

Kindergarten Parent Coffee.
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Community Spirit!
Alissa Lew Abu-Yousif, P'23, '26
2021 Book Fair Chair

In October we reinvented a beloved LP tradition—the Annual LP Book Fair. With elements 
from more traditional years, the in-school, student-centered event captured the essence of years 
past—tables brimming with donated, well-loved, pre-owned books; sidewalks abuzz with 
conversation; joyful voices rising up from the game room (you know it as the Ballroom) all the 
way up to the sun-soaked craft and book room (also known as the Art and Science room).

It was a triumphant return! A reflection of our community and what we can achieve when 
we come together. And come together we did. From monetary donations in lieu of tickets sold, 
to meals and desserts whipped-up and then scooped up (another round of tiramisu please)! To 
bustling boutique sales (we couldn’t ring you up fast enough!) and books donated with pride. 
Everyone contributed what they could and in doing so: Left. Their. Mark.  

As a result, we raised $7,613 for the school which I’m happy to report is nearly on par with 
Book Fairs of years past.

That’s the value of community spirit! 
This act of showing-up for each other and contributing what you can, where you can, is 

an underpinning of our community. It's a signal of our strength, a source of pride, and the 
foundation that allows our community to thrive and our students (and school community) to 
continue to delight in beloved, eagerly anticipated traditions that make The LP so wonderfully 
and so beautifully unique.

On a sunny October Saturday, The LP hosted the very first "Parent Peek," during 
which parents had the opportunity to tour the McCord Building and the kindergarten 
space, view student work, and get an inside look at the busy school year. Students 
served as the tour guides, eager to show their parents their science projects, artwork, and 
classroom activities. The school was filled with excitement, as families were finally able to 
visit The LP for the first time since March 2020. 

Elaine Chow, P'27, reflects on her Parent Peek visit below. 

My son was excited to show me and his little sister around during the recent Parent 
Peek. It was a quiet Saturday morning, and the timed entry created an intimate, 
relaxed, and almost luxurious opportunity to look, linger, and ask questions about 
what he was learning and doing every day. We started in the lobby, admiring the 
Community Art Project and scouring it for his drawing. We were drawn to The 
LP for its small size, and I enjoyed such a lovely visualization of it in this particular 
piece. Upstairs in my son's classroom, so many of our dinnertime conversations 
came to life as we saw where and how his curiosity was being sparked—the 
compass rose, vocabulary on the Text Talk board, plastic coins for math, first-
ever story compositions. In the Art and Science rooms, it was wonderful to see 
the progression of what the kids are learning as they get older (and jealousy for 
such a cool workspace!). The most special piece of the visit for me, though, was 
my son's response several times when I would comment on a piece of artwork in 
the stairwell: “Oh [so-and-so] in fourth grade did that.” The strength of The LP’s 
community could not be more apparent than when I realized that our little first 
grader not only knows older kids but actually feels an easy comfort with them. 
Although this is our second year at the school, so much is completely new for us 
due to pandemic restrictions last year. We are loving the discovery of it all and feel 
constantly grateful to be a part of this very special community.

THE LP 
BOOK FAIR

PARENT
PEEK

Students visiting the Book Room 
at the Book Fair.

Fall 2021 Community Art Project.
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2021 marked the triumphant return of 'Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF' at The LP, a tradition that 
originally began during the founding year of the school! During an All School Meeting in mid-
October, students learned about UNICEF's mission and their response to the pandemic and how 
the organization’s work has changed because of it. On a glorious fall day, together with their 
Pencil Pal groups and generous parent volunteers, LP students spread out across the Back Bay 
and surrounding streets to ask for donations. In total, we raised $1,620 for UNICEF. After trick-
or-treating, students, faculty, staff, and parents gathered on the Commonwealth Ave. Mall for a 
traditional Zoodio dance, with superheroes, farm animals, food costumes, and more! 

Damian Szary, P'28, reflects on his first experience as an LP Halloween volunteer. 

When my wife, Amy, and I began evaluating elementary schools for our kindergartener, 
what stood out about The Learning Project was the strong emphasis on character 
development. As parents, we all hope our children will have a passion for learning 
and, with great guidance, will excel academically. In our minds, The Learning Project 
clearly provided that scholastic framework, but what drew us to the school were the 
fundamentals of creating a great little person: a close-knit community with a celebrated 
value system that ultimately leads to a wonderful sense of belonging. 

When I decided to volunteer for the annual Halloween Celebration, I really didn’t 
know what I was getting into and just thought it would be fun to go out with a group of 
LP students for Halloween; the “character” of the kids was not front of mind. However, 
when I arrived at the school and learned we would be commandeering the very busy 
corner of Newbury and Clarendon and directly soliciting passersby to ‘Trick-or-Treat for 
UNICEF’, I couldn’t help but wonder how this would all go.

I had the pleasure of volunteering with Elaine Chow, P'27, also a first-time volunteer 
and the mom of a first grader. Overall, we were blown away by how wonderful all the 
kids were. Not only were they respectful of us, but they were also completely thoughtful 
and caring of one another. The older kids instinctively helped the little ones safely cross 
busy streets. They held hands, chatted, and told stories as we made our way to Newbury 
Street. The age difference among them did not matter; they all interacted like one big 
group of friends, whether they were in kindergarten or sixth grade. Students had no fear 
of asking strangers for money on a busy city corner, all the while encouraging each other 
when someone didn’t acknowledge them or were unwilling to give. 

That one hour on a chilly fall day reinforced all the reasons why Amy and I felt The 
Learning Project was such a special school. I could not have been prouder of those 
confident, thoughtful, and kind LP students! 

HALLOWEEN Third graders pose for a picture after Zoodio.
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Although the Thanksgiving celebration at The LP officially took 
place on Wednesday, November 23rd, the preparations began 
several days before. Walking through the McCord Building 
and peering into classrooms, students in each grade crafted 
thoughtful and creative Thanksgiving cards for their Pencil Pals. 
In Music class, Mr. Oczkowski rehearsed The LP Thanksgiving 
song, "We Give Thanks," with students in each grade, their 
smiles and excitement almost detectable through masked faces. 

Thanksgiving at The LP is often marked by the delicious 
fragrance of freshly cooked food being prepared in the kitchen for the 
coveted Feast and this year was no different. Fifth graders were tasked with cooking 
the mashed potatoes and they were thrilled at the opportunity to participate as upper 
grade leaders. Groups came down to the kitchen to peel, chop and prepare the mashed 
potatoes with Mr. Hajj. They chatted about their favorite holiday traditions and food, and 
shared stories about past LP Thanksgiving celebrations. The sixth graders had the task of 
baking the famous apple crisp, a favorite dish during The LP Feast. They peeled and cut 
the apples and prepared the crisp for baking. Administrators assisted with the cornbread, 
ants on a log, and cranberry sauce, which, together with the students' efforts, made for a 
bountiful feast for all to enjoy. 

The weather was frigid, but that did not deter us from gathering, as kindergarteners 
through sixth graders met with their Pencil Pals and buddies in shifts at the Clarendon 
Street Playground to exchange cards, present their poems and songs, and spend time 
playing together. Mr. Hajj addressed each group as they arrived, sharing remarks of 
gratitude and appreciation, and Mr. Oczkowski led the song and accompanied each 
group on the ukulele. It was a wonderful return to tradition.

THANKSGIVING
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Students share Thanksgiving cards 
with their Pencil Pals.
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Kindergarten

There is a special spirit around and for reading at The Learning Project. Ask any LP student 
what their favorite book is and they'll enthusiastically share every last detail. Walk into 
any classroom, and you will witness a love of learning and love of reading that go hand in 
hand. As an LP parent past or present, you must remember that special feeling, walking into 
the lobby and seeing bright, vibrant books on display, watching students hold on ever so 
tightly to their favorite book they simply had to carry, or the highly anticipated Read-a-thon 
event where students beam with pride as they read to raise money. At the heart of it all? An 
opportunity to get lost in a world similar or foreign to their own, and a pure sense of joy for 
all that a good book has to offer.  

Whether fiction or nonfiction, Learning Project students cherish their time reading, both 
independently and together as a class. 

Inspired by a recent New York Times article titled Your Favorite Children’s Book, we 
couldn’t help but wonder...What are The Learning Project’s favorite books? And who better 
to ask than teachers and students themselves? As our Mission states, “the child who knows 
how to learn and who loves to learn is well prepared for the future.” Well, for the sake of 
this article, I’d like to update this: The child who knows how to read and who loves to read 
is well prepared for the future. 

Below you will find contributions and reflections from grade head and subject teachers, 
including Kristen Faubert, Juliana Brinkley, Molly Santora, Kristina Royal, Caroline Carver, 
Mikah Farbo, John Krewson and Suzanne Garcia. And, of course, their students. 

The Gruffalo 
by Julia Donaldson

The Gruffalo is a rhyming story about a clever little mouse and a monster. When the mouse 
goes for a walk in the woods, he invents a terrible monster called the Gruffalo to scare off his 
enemies, but imagine his surprise when he meets a real Gruffalo! The kindergarteners enjoy 
using their phonics skills to listen for rhyming words and using their reading strategies 
to predict what will happen next! But don’t take my word for it, students in kindergarten 
couldn’t help but share their thoughts. 

“My favorite part of The Gruffalo is when he comes up with silly food names, like Gruffalo 
Crumble and Owl Ice Cream!”

“I like The Gruffalo because the mouse doesn’t get eaten! It is imaginative!”

“My favorite part of The Gruffalo story is the rhyming words.”

Wemberly Worried 
by Kevin Henkes

Wemberly Worried is about a little mouse who worries about everything big and small, but 
the thing she worries most about is starting school! Kindergarten students love making 
connections to times they have felt worried and love sharing their emotions. The character 
of Wemberly is one young students can easily relate to!

Our Favorite Books
by SASHA ZUFLACHT
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Second Grade

Dory Fantasmagory 
by Abby Hanlon

A beautifully written series, bursting with pictures and humor, Dory Fantasmagory 
tells the story of Dory who desperately wants her brother and sister to play with her. 
Unfortunately, they consider her too much of a baby and she is excluded. Left to imagine 
a world all on her own, Dory powers up her creativity to play with monsters, escape from 
time-out and seek adventures all around her. First graders easily recognize that the series 
is “so funny!” and that “Dory has a great imagination.” Students also observe that “her 
brother and sister are filled with complaints.” They appreciate the series because Dory 
continues to persevere and not let her siblings bring her down. One student shared that 
their favorite monsters from the book are “the underwear monster and the toilet monster.” 
A clearly light-hearted series, jam packed with important lessons, Dory Fantasmagory 
certainly brings a smile to all that read it. 

Text Talk is a beloved part of our second grade curriculum. Six words are chosen from a 
picture book to define as a group and to discuss in greater depth. Throughout the week, 
second graders are on the lookout for those vocabulary words in other books they read, 
or in what they say or hear in conversation! In particular, our favorite Text Talk books are 
Strega Nona by Tomie dePaola and Dear Mrs. LaRue by Mark Teague. 

Strega Nona 
by Tomie dePaola 
Strega Nona is a story about a powerful woman, her magic pasta pot, and the temptations 
that come with it. Second graders love it for its humor, illustrations, and, of course, the 
pasta! It begged one important question from a second grader himself, “Isn’t the book made 
out of pasta?” We could only dream about such a fantastic possibility—pasta and books 
together in one!

Dear Mrs. LaRue 
by Mark Teague

Dear Mrs. LaRue is a story from a very dramatic dog’s perspective. Students love it because 
the main character is a dog, it is beautifully illustrated, and simply hilarious. Students 
chimed in to share that they liked “everything” and that the “dog comes to life!” One 
student said, “I liked the illustrations, and I could read it the rest of my life.” 

First Grade
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Third Grade

Fourth Grade

Bud, Not Buddy 
by Christopher Paul Curtis

The fourth grade absolutely adores the book, Bud, Not Buddy, by Christopher Paul Curtis. 
We laugh, we cry, and we just can’t get enough of this book. We even slowed it down so 
we wouldn’t finish it too quickly! We’re all a little bit in love with the main character, Bud. 
He’s charismatic, brave and just plain funny. He makes us laugh out loud. This book is an 
historical fiction novel that takes place in Flint Michigan in 1936. Bud is a ten-year-old boy 
who has lost his mother and is searching for his father. In fourth grade, our discussions 
around this book are incredibly rich. We talk about what life might have been like during 
the Great Depression and segregation. Within our reading curriculum,we have used this 
book to focus on writing summaries, making connections, making inferences and think-
ing about the author’s purpose. We’ve noticed Christopher Paul Curtis’ use of a great 
beginning to hook us in as writers and we’ve practiced writing great “hooks” in our own 
writing pieces. Students shared what they liked most about the book:

“It’s suspenseful and interesting to read.” 

“I like all the characters’ personalities. I like how Bud, Not Buddy, is happy but also stubborn at 
the same time.” 

“Bugs got a bug in his ear. It was funny!”

“The way the author describes all the silly and strange situations is very interesting.” 

Back to School Tortoise 
by Lucy M. George

Even if students have been LP’ers since Kindergarten, there still are some jitters on the 
first day of school in third grade. Tortoise’s worries range from what if he doesn’t like his 
lunch to what if someone teases him, which echoes some of those very feelings that may 
be stirring around the room. There is also a surprising plot twist at the end that younger 
LP students will just have to wait until their first day of third grade to discover. 

“It reminds you that everyone can get scared on the first day of school.”

“I liked when everyone was Tortoise’s friend at the end.”

“I like how he tried to change his negative thoughts to positive thoughts.”

“I liked that it shows that it is okay to be nervous whether you’re big or small, it’s okay to be 
nervous.”

The Snurtch 
by Sean Ferrell

You may be wondering, what in the world is a Snurtch? Well the Snurtch is a problem, a 
major one, for main character Ruthie. Third graders very much identify with and relate 
to the hard time Ruthie is having controlling this monster of her emotions at school. After 
reading the story, our students have the opportunity to reflect by creating their own 
Snurtch and describing what it does and what brings it out in their lives.

“I liked how the Snurtch made Ruthie mad but she turned it around and got happy.” 

“Everybody has a Snurtch and it’s just a part of life.”

“I liked how Ruthie didn’t give up and didn’t let the monster do what it wanted to do.” 
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Sixth Grade

Science

Fifth Grade

Percy Jackson and the Olympians Series 
by Rick Riordan 

Students always love escaping into the fantastical world created by 
the clever, silly voice of Rick Riordan. What’s extra special is that 
this series strongly connects to our study of Greek mythology in fifth 
grade. The series follows a 12-year-old boy as he discovers his own 
powers alongside his demigod friends. Who wouldn’t enjoy a thrilling 
adventure with monsters, friends and even conniving figures? Fifth 
graders certainly can’t get enough. 

The Liberation of Gabriel King 
by K.L. Going

Gabriel King is adamant about one thing - he’s not going to fifth 
grade. Ever. Over the course of one summer, his best friend, Frita, 
helps him overcome his fears so he’s not so “chicken.” In turn, Gabe 
helps Frita (and other community members) stand up to racism in 
their town. A read aloud book every year, students laugh, empathize, 
and learn how important it is to stand up for what’s right. 

Holes 
by Louis Sachar

Sixth Graders love reading Holes by Louis Sachar, and empathizing with themes of 
overcoming adversity, friendship, and connections to their family and fate. Sachar’s 
1998 novel tells the story of a boy accused of stealing. He is sentenced to eighteen 
months in a camp where a tyrannical warden has the boys digging seemingly 
random holes. The book gives opportunities to dialogue around race and racism, 
equity and justice, and forging connections with others instead of finding differences. 

My absolute favorite book to read (with gusto) to first graders is 
Bartholomew and the Oobleck by Dr. Seuss. We read this after learning 
about solids and liquids and making cornstarch and water oobleck. 
First graders are rapt! The story ties in wonderfully with the activities 
and has a good moral message, as well. This is just one of several chil-
dren's books that form the idea for lessons, which I have culled from 
a series called Picture Perfect Science that pairs science lessons with 
stories. The third grade chemical change unit is directly tied to the 
book Pancakes, Pancakes! by Eric Carle. While I read, students listen to 
all the changes that occur in the story, then soon after we make actual 
pancakes in the science room. Third graders also engage in toy safety 
versus fun testing, based on a story called Leo Cockroach, Toy Tester by 
Kevin O'Malley. It's hilarious and the toy testing is totally exciting!
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From The LP to
The New York Times
by EBEN PINGREE, '94, P'27

I am an LP alum from the class of ‘94, and a current 
LP parent of a 1st grader (along with a few LP 
hopefuls waiting in the wings). I had the honor of 
interviewing an LP contemporary of mine, Ben 
Casselman, '93, who is currently a reporter at the 
New York Times. 

Ben and I were a year apart at The LP, before 
spending another 5 years overlapping at the same 
high school (where we were also part of a small 
group of kids who schlepped out to West Roxbury 
each day on the commuter rail from Back Bay 
station). While we have not stayed in close touch 
since high school, it has been fun watching his career 
unfold from afar, and it was a pleasure to get the 
chance to talk with him.  

To kick things off, tell us a bit about your current 
role at the Times?
I’m a national economics reporter for the 
Times. In the “before times” (pre-pandemic), 
that meant lots of traveling around the 
country writing about how economic trends 
were playing out in different places and for 
different demographic groups—how President 
Trump’s trade war was affecting electronics 
manufacturers in Oregon, how Amazon’s 
expansion was affecting affordability in 
Nashville, how investors were changing the 
housing market in Atlanta. More recently, I’ve 
mostly been covering the economic impact of 
the pandemic on people and businesses, as well 
as the impact of the government’s response. It’s 
been a busy couple of years, for sure.

And just so everyone knows you’re not just a 
one-hit-wonder, can you share a bit about your 
roles at FiveThirtyEight (formerly of ESPN, 
now part of ABC) and the Wall Street Journal 
beforehand?
My first job after college was working for a 
small newspaper up in Salem, Mass. I covered 
pretty much everything—school committee 
and city council meetings, local elections, 
community events. This was Salem, so I think 
the biggest story in my time there was the 
controversy over whether to let TV Land erect 

a statue of Samantha Stevens from “Bewitched” 
in downtown Salem.

After that, I went to The Wall Street Journal, 
where I briefly covered luxury real estate (right 
around the time of the housing crash), and 
then moved to Texas to cover the oil industry. 
It turned out to be an eventful few years, with 
the rise of “fracking” and the explosion of the 
Deepwater Horizon in the Gulf of Mexico. I 
came back to New York in 2011 to cover the 
aftermath of the Great Recession.

In 2014, I joined FiveThirtyEight, Nate 
Silver’s data-journalism site, as their 
chief economics writer. This was when 
FiveThirtyEight was just getting started as a 
stand-alone news site, so I got to help build it 
from the ground up, which was a lot of fun. 
I was there through the 2016 election and the 
early months of the Trump administration, 
which was quite an adventure. I left for the 
Times in 2017.

Now that folks have an idea of the heights you’ve 
reached in your journalism career, let’s talk 
about our humble beginnings at The LP.  How did 
you end up attending The LP?  
I grew up on Beacon Street, between Clarendon 
and Dartmouth, and used to walk by The LP on 
my way to the Clarendon Street Playground. So 
I’m not sure how I could have gone anywhere 
other than The LP! Several of my LP classmates 
and I already knew each other from preschool 
at Old South Church and kindergarten at 
Kingsley Montessori (this is before The LP had 
a kindergarten, of course). 

Do you have a favorite LP memory?
I have so many LP memories that it’s hard to 
choose just one—performing “The Music Man” 
at Kids’ Night Out!, digging through the grown-
up sections of the Boston Public Library to find 
sources for Independent Research Projects, our 
fourth-grade “potluck table” where four of us 
would trade pieces of our lunches. 

But perhaps my favorite memory is one that 
I’m sure would never happen now, but that 
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Members of the Class of 1993, 
Ben's graduating class, at their 
5-year LP Reunion.

meant a lot to me at the time: I’m not sure this 
tradition remains, but when I was at The LP, there 
was a week when the sixth graders would make 
lunch for everyone to raise money for the trip to 
Washington. One day, we ran out of something, 
maybe peanut butter, and a teacher (I’m not going 
to name any names here) let a couple of us who 
lived in the neighborhood run up to the old Star 
Market on Boylston to buy more. Yes, I know, 
the parents reading this are probably horrified 
at the idea of two 12-year-olds running around 
the city unsupervised, and I’m sure no teacher 
would make the same decision today. But at the 
time, I felt so grown-up to be entrusted with a 
job like that, and even looking back, it feels like a 
testament to The LP philosophy of teaching kids 
to make smart choices, and then trusting them to 
be responsible.

On a similar note, what about a favorite LP 
tradition? Or a tradition you maybe didn’t love 
as much? For me, my opinions have shifted 
dramatically over the years, as I would have 
gladly gotten rid of the Zoodio as a shy kid who 
was mortified of doing anything in public (and 
especially dancing down a city street)...but as a 
parent of an LP student now, watching my son do 
it has won me over.
As my parents can attest (or as you yourself 
probably remember from high school if not The 
LP), I always liked a stage as a kid. So Kids’ 
Night Out, May Day—that stuff was right up 
my alley. But probably my favorite tradition, 
which I’m pretty sure they still do, is trick-or-
treating for UNICEF. It taught me some skills 
that are pretty useful in my job now (going up to 
strangers and asking them awkward questions), 
but more importantly I love that The LP found a 
way to turn Halloween into a way to give back.

Did you have any inkling you wanted to go into 
journalism during your LP years?  I remember 
we’d have parents come in and talk about 
their jobs, and in my class we had a parent 
who worked at the Herald talk to us and give 
us a tour of their offices. Was there some crazy 
coincidence like that to spark your interest?
I didn’t really think about journalism as a 
career until college. But I definitely credit the 
Independent Research Projects (that’s what 
they were called, right?) with setting me on 
my path. The skills they taught—collecting 
evidence from primary and secondary 
sources, attributing that information correctly, 
synthesizing it into a thesis and then writing 
it all clearly and accurately—remain highly 
relevant to my job today. I even still apply 

some of the specific methods they taught, like 
outlining and note taking. But maybe even 
more importantly, those projects emphasized 
curiosity about the world, and the importance 
of evidence to satisfy that curiosity. Those are 
good lessons for a reporter, and probably for 
everyone else too.

Is there a teacher from The LP to whom you can 
trace some responsibility for the path you’ve 
chosen professionally? Or a teacher who had 
a profound impact on you more generally?  For 
me, I’d highlight the obvious choice of Michael 
McCord, but since I somehow still live nextdoor 
to him ~30 years later and see him regularly, 
it’s easier for those lessons to remain top of 
mind (though he only rarely makes me clap 
chalkboard erasers off the fire escape for bad 
behavior these days).
Michael of course was a huge influence on 
me. I remember vividly a time in the second 
or third grade when another student and I 
hadn’t been getting along, and Michael pulled 
us out of class, sat us down and made us 
apologize to each other, and then to play a 
game of checkers. It was such a Michael form 
of conflict resolution, and it worked. My class 
has remained particularly close—I remain in 
at least semi-regular contact with a handful of 
my LP classmates, which is pretty impressive 
nearly 30 years after we graduated—and I think 
Michael deserves a lot of the credit for that.
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I’m reluctant to single out any other teacher 
because they were all so important to me in 
different ways. But Wendy Cliggott stands out 
for her total, unwavering belief in all of us; she 
had a magical way of helping us find our own 
self-confidence, whatever that might look like.

Understanding that children between the ages 
5 and 12 probably do not need to be choosing 
career paths quite yet, do you have any advice 
for current students in terms of how they might 
explore the interests and passions that someday 
could help guide those career choices?
I didn’t choose a career until college, and I 
know plenty of people who took a lot longer 
than that. So I definitely don’t think that sixth 
graders (let alone kindergarteners!) need to 
be thinking too hard about careers yet. But I 
would definitely encourage today’s LP students 
to pay attention to what they enjoy. Do you like 
writing? Researching? Performing? Drawing? 
Those are all interests that can be the basis 
for a career, even if it’s not always in the most 
direct way. But also, the fundamentals really 
matter. My job involves a surprising amount of 
math, and on the flip side, even scientists and 
engineers need to do quite a bit of writing.

Alright, enough from me. The current sixth grade 
class was excited to share a few questions of their 
own for you, so get ready for some harder-hitting 
interrogation:

What is the most interesting story you've 
reported on? 
I’m not sure I can pick just one story, but 
probably the coolest thing I’ve gotten to do as a 
reporter was to take a helicopter to an offshore 
oil rig deep in the Gulf of Mexico. We were so 
far out that we couldn’t see land, and the rig 
was drilling in water more than a mile deep. 
Not long afterwards, a similar rig blew up in 
the Gulf of Mexico, causing a massive oil spill, 
so I was able to use what I learned on my trip to 
report on that disaster.

What is the process like as an investigative 
journalist?
In the movies, they often make investigative 
journalism look really exciting, with lots of 
sneaking around and meeting sources in 
parking garages. Maybe some reporters really 
do that, but in my experience, investigative 
reporting usually involves lots of very slow, 
painstaking and sometimes tedious work. I 
spend lots of time calling people who I know 
probably won’t want to talk to me, and, 
guess what? Usually they don’t. So it’s lots of 
people hanging up on me or ignoring my text 
messages. And the thing about investigative 
reporting (and all reporting, but especially 
investigative reporting) is that it’s really 
important to get every detail exactly right. So I 
spend a lot of time checking facts every way I 
possibly can. It can be pretty boring sometimes, 
but it’s worth it when you finally get the story 
nailed down.

What font does the NYT use for their papers? 
I love this question. The answer depends on 
where you’re reading the Times—in print, on 
the iPhone app, on a web browser, etc. But in 
most cases, our so-called “body copy,” which 
is the main text of an article, is in a specially 
modified version of the Imperial font. Our 
headlines are in a modified version of the 
Cheltenham font.

Can you interview us? Will you do a piece on the 
6th grade class of 2022?
I’d love to! Maybe we can do a story for a future 
edition of The LampPost.

Ben Casselman and Michael 
McCord at an LP classmate's 
wedding.
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Mary Pelletier taught kindergarten, fourth, and fifth grade at The LP 
from 2008-2014. Mary was also an LP parent to Marco, '16, and Andre, 
'20, although they moved out of state before graduation. The LP is 
indebted to Mary for her time at our school, and the joy and dedication 
she brought to her work each and every day. And, as we learned, The LP 
approach is very much still part of her life.

What made your time at The LP so special?
As a teacher, it was fulfilling to develop my craft in an environment 
where everyone bought into and supported the mission of the 
school. Rather than teaching an individual grade, I was part of a 
completely interconnected community of like-minded professionals. 
The purposeful attention to all aspects of a student's growth and 
development meant that each child was known and cared for in 
meaningful ways.

What have you been up to since you left The LP? 
Since I left The LP, I've been living in the Catskill Mountains of up-
state New York, in a very small town called Bovina Center. My main 
role has been to care for my mother who lived life to the fullest until 
her death just this past August. Along with my husband, James, and 
my two sons, Marco and Andre, we reluctantly left Jamaica Plain, to 
carve out a new, rural life with my beautiful mother. I became a chil-
dren's librarian at two local public libraries and completely loved 
this career path of planning and facilitating programs, and ordering 
books from all genres, books for babies up to young adults. During 
the summer of 2020, I was approached by a group of parents who 
were looking for an alternative to virtual school for their children 
during the pandemic. A mixture of local families and NYC families 
fleeing the city during lockdown, they asked if I would be interested 
in tutoring their children. That meeting in July turned into a 'dream 
job,' a one-room schoolhouse model with 7 students, ages 8-11 and 
spanning from 3rd through 6th grade. We started our school in Sep-
tember 2020, and there I've been, now in our second year, meeting 
every morning in the parish hall of a 100 year old stone church, three 
miles from my home. We have an organized and energized group 
of parents who take on various roles to teach music, art, science and 
PE. I am teaching language arts, math, history, geography and some 
of the sciences. I start a fire in the woodstove in the morning and we 
start our day with Morning Meeting and 'core virtues' discussions, 
and several other traditions borrowed from my LP origins! It's 
joyful, energizing and challenging, and I couldn't be happier to have 
landed in this situation.  

What is your favorite LP memory?
There are way too many to fit here, but some of my favorite LP 

memories involve music and singing in the Ballroom, together, from 
the youngest kindergarteners to the most mature sixth graders. The 
shared experience of singing together was very special. I remember 
truly feeling the emotions of each song and seeing how important 
the music was in building bonds between schoolmates, witnessing 
everyone work towards a common goal. Coming together for 
Monday Morning Assembly and All School Meeting provided 
many opportunities for all of The LP educational layers to flow 
together: music theory, culture, history, poetry, 'core values,' and so 
much more. I remember feeling uplifted and energized after many 
of these meetings in the Ballroom.

What about The LP endures in your life today? 
Enduring influences from my time at The LP include a web of 
special friendships and connections with many former students, 
interns, colleagues and parents. My children also look back with 
much love and fondness for their friends and teachers and The 
LP traditions of the Olympics, Trick-or-Treat for UNICEF, the 
class plays, IRS topics and Pencil Pals. In my teaching, I weave LP 
approaches, lessons, and activities in much that I do in my current 
one-room schoolhouse. We start each day with a Morning Meeting 
(including music!) and discuss 'virtue' concepts throughout the 
year. The students are also doing Independent Research Study 
(IRS) projects and even Wordly Wise, and though I have only a few 
students, we have Pencil Pals, too. Everything I do has LP influence 
in the way I structure a lesson, or individualize math, reading and 
writing classes, or how we approach social-emotional learning. We 
are focusing on generosity and charity this month. The LP teacher 
stays with me forever!  

by SASHA ZUFLACHT

Mary, her husband, James, and their two sons, Marco and Andre, 
picking out a Christmas tree at their neighbor’s farm this winter.   

Former Faculty Feature: 

MARY PELLITIER
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FIELD DAY

THE TRADITIONS CONTINUE
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ADVENTURE TRIP CLASS OF 2022 ADVISORY HIKE
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FIELD TRIPS
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THE TRADITIONS CONTINUE
BOOK FAIR
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THE TRADITIONS CONTINUE
HALLOWEEN
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THANKSGIVING
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COMINGS & GOINGS
ALUMNI AND ALUM PARENTS

Ace Salisbury, '98, is working for Augenblick Studios in Brooklyn 
making animated films. 

Christie Guevin, P'05, '08, parent of two LP alums and director at 
Spruce Street Nursery School, visited The LP in November. Her 
daugher, Mariah, '05, is currently working towards a master's 
in humanities at The New School in New York after working in 
education for several years. Her son, Nate, '08, works at Beaver 
Country Day School in the Research and Design Center. 

While on the 6th Grade Advisory Hike at Blue Hills, Susan Roe, 
P'10, '13, crossed paths with the Class of 2022 and their advisors, 
and recognized Justin Hajj in his Learning Project T-Shirt!  Susan 
shared that   Max Glenn, '13, is a junior at NYU’s Gallatin School 
and is busy making and studying music and sound. Sam Glenn, 
'10, graduated from Bates College in 2020 and has spent the past 
year in Montana, Minnesota, and Alaska as a wilderness educator 
working with kids and teenagers. Susan’s husband, Josh, has been 
busy editing a series of reissued science fiction books for MIT 
press, and just released his own book in September, called The 
Adventurer's Glossary, which Josh describes as a philosophy of 
adventure disguised as a fun little book about word origins.

Niovi Rahme, '15, Lillian Gibson, '15, and Colin McNamara, 
'15, stopped by before they headed off for their freshman year in 
college. Niovi and Lillian will be attending Oberlin, where Niovi will 
major in art history and Lillian will major in political science and 
environmental studies. Colin will be attending the University of 
Chicago and is interested in pursuing a path in writing.

Christopher Fletcher, '16, 
came by in October to assist 
his mother, Stephanie, and 
grandmother, Gudrun Seward, 
in decorating The LP's front 
garden with pumpkins as part of 
The Garden Club of Back Bay.

Louise Knabe, parent of Jasper '16 and Ginger '21, writes: The 
Knabe Family survived our big drive/move to Virginia with 4 people, 
2 guinea pigs, and 1 dog in our pink minivan—in spite of Hurricane 
Henri and a trip to urgent care en route. We are now settling into 
our new lives in Charlottesville. Ginger really likes her new school 
and having neighborhood friends. Charlie, the dog, loves having a 
fenced-in yard. And Fritz and Louise are enjoying a long and warm 
fall. In September, Jasper flew back to New England for his last year 
of boarding school and has been soaking up all that senior year 
has to offer, including tons of music, puzzle hunt planning, and fun 
elective courses. We aim to be at The LP Class of 2016 reunion in 
the spring and hope to see many of you there.

Jack Wagner, '18, writes: I am currently boarding as a freshman at 
the Taft School in Connecticut. I'm on the football team and trying 
out for basketball. I'm having an amazing time. 

Left to right: Max Klein, '20, Saira Dagli, '20, and Minkyu Yaffe, 
'20, visited the school while Minkyu was in town from Washington, 
D.C. Minkyu now attends North Bethesda Middle School and Max 
and Saira are both enjoying life at Boston Latin School.
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Several alumni and alum parents joined us for the Secondary 
Schools Night Panel for LP 6th graders as they prepare for 
their transition and Next Schools process. The following alumni 
participated in the event: Robin Murphy, '19, Christo Velikin, '19, 
Nayan Seetharam, '20, Annie Wagner, '20, and Emmy Williams, 
'20. Alum parents also shared their wisdom and perspective in 
the morning parent panel, including Rod Wagner, P'18, '20, Greg 
Pakhladzhyan, P'19, Paul Kassabian, P'20, '24, Claire Corcoran, 
P'14, '16, '19 and Karen Tompros, P'18, '21, '24. 

Natu Yesehak, '21, visited Clarendon Street Playground on 
November 18th to say hello to some of his old schoolmates. He is 
currently in 7th grade at St. Sebastian's School in Needham, MA. 

Gail and Elliott Laffer, P'93, photographed with Boston Mayor, Michelle 
Wu, on the Commonwealth Avenue Mall for the annual lighting up of the 
trees, originally published in the Boston Sun on December 9th, 2021. 
Elliot is the current chair of the Neighborhood Association of the Back 
Bay board of directors. Michelle Wu received the Honorary Diploma at 
The LP graduation in 2019.

CURRENT FACULTY

Anne Zanazzi, 2nd Grade Head Teacher, and her husband, Jorden, 
welcomed their first child, Theo Miller Zanazzi, on November 10th, 2021. 
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This part of our LampPost depends entirely on our readers 
to provide us with news. People enjoy hearing about 
what is happening with our larger LP community—that's 
you! Please update us via a phone call, letter, or email to 
aziomek@learningproject.org. 

FORMER FACULTY AND STAFF

Jan Hill, Music Teacher '06-'20, paid a visit to The LP in October, 
surprising students in their classrooms. Upon seeing Ms. Hill, they 
immediately broke into song, including the ever popular, Zoodio, as 
students were preparing for Halloween. 

Colleen (Hutton) Gordon, Intern, '09-'11, taught for 10 years after 
working at The LP and is now the Associate Director of Enrollment 
Management at the Chestnut Hill School. She writes: The LP 
holds a very special place in my heart and was instrumental in my 
decision to pursue a career in independent school education. 

Amelia Ayres, Intern, '16-'17 and Kindergarten Assistant, '17-'19, 
writes: Since leaving The LP in 2019, I have earned my M.Ed in 
Elementary Education from Boston University, started teaching 
fourth grade in Seekonk, MA, bought my first house in Lincoln, RI.  
gotten engaged and will be married in February 2022.

IN MEMORIAM 

We lost a beloved member of our extended community in 
November. Gary Hatton, husband of Jill Hatton, parent to Garrett, 
'99, Jennifer, '97, Nicky, '04, and Jim, '08, and Former Board 
Member, passed away unexpectedly in his New Hampshire home at 
the age of 65. Gary has been a close member of this community for 
over 25 years, having served on the Board of Trustees from 2001 to 
2009, serving in the critical role of the school’s Treasurer for each 
of those years, among myriad other important, supportive roles over 
the years.

We send our thoughts and love to the Hatton family, and will 
remember Gary always for the kind, generous, dedicated and 
thoughtful person he was, and for the many ways in which he 
helped to shape this school and its community.

John Gage Giangregorio, husband of Leslie Colburn, parent to 
Matthew Giangregorio, '98, and Anna (Giangregorio) Marich, '01, 
passed away on August 4, 2021 surrounded by his family. John was 
an admired member of The Learning Project community and will be 
missed dearly. Below is an excerpt from John's obituary. 

John was generous, caring, stood up for what he thought was 
right, and quietly helped many. John was devoted to his family 
and very proud of his Italian-American heritage. He particularly 
loved family get-togethers, especially large Christmas Eve 
gatherings. John loved playing and watching all types of sports 
and played into his fifties. He especially enjoyed attending the 
sporting events of the younger members of the family. He loved 
exploring, traveling, great food, history, and having fun with his 
friends and family. John will be greatly missed by all, and his 
positive impact and contributions to his communities will live on 
as his legacy.

COMINGS & GOINGS
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COMINGS & GOINGS

On November 21, 2021, hundreds gathered 
at Marsh Chapel to remember our former art 
teacher, Caroline Schmidt, and to honor her 
and all that she gave to our children and our 
community. It was truly a special and powerful 
moment for family and friends. While our dear 
Caroline left us far too soon, we can take some 
comfort in knowing that she brought so much 
joy to so many lives. Clearly, her brilliant light 
endures, and will continue to warm, to guide, 
and to inspire us all.

Caroline’s obituary, as written and 
submitted by her family, was included in the 
last edition of The LampPost. Along with her 
desire to have donations directed to the Dana-
Farber Cancer Institute, we were both surprised 
and humbled to learn of Caroline’s request 
for donations to be directed to The Learning 
Project. In order to ensure that Caroline’s 
memory lives on, and to make certain that 
her influence continues to benefit future 
generations of Learning Project artists, we have 
created a fund in Caroline’s name: The Caroline 
Schmidt Arts and Inspiration Fund.  

Caroline adored and was driven by the 
arts in all shapes and forms. As a dancer, she 
participated in ballet and marveled at artistic 
movement. She enjoyed listening to music, and 
she often remarked that the school’s Winter 
Concert was her favorite tradition. Even the 
simplest of tunes sung by LP children brought 

a tear to her eye. Not many knew that she was a 
beautiful singer in her own right—though, never 
to accept a compliment, she would heartily 
disagree! She appreciated film and media of all 
sorts and was known to burst out in laughter 
during an animated movie just as much, if not 
more, than the children around her. 

And, of course, Caroline reveled in the 
visual arts, creating her own paintings, but, 
more important to her, inspiring her children 
to take risks, to be drawn in to art history, 
to embrace and become passionate about 
artists from around the world and from all 
walks of life, and to have children simply 
create something that truly represented them. 
Caroline inspired us all.

This fund in her name is just one small way 
that we can honor the immensity of her impact 
on our children and our community, as it will 
help to support our current art program and, 
in the spirit of Caroline’s artistic creation and 
passion, it will allow us to evolve into new 
areas of arts in the future. Her family feels that, 
while Caroline would be quite embarrassed to 
have her name attached to anything at all, this 
would bring her boundless joy.

To give to Caroline’s fund, simply send a 
donation to the school with the title of the 
fund included, or visit our website at 
www.learningproject.org/support/donate/.

Caroline Schmidt Arts and Inspiration Fund
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